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Abstract:
Cancer remains one of the hardest diseases to treat due to its rapid acquirement of resistance as well as
treatment options limited to the technology of the time. Out of the fairly successful line of platinum based
anti-cancer agents came the promise of ruthenium based drugs with less side effects. Remarkably, ruthenium
agents have demonstrated efficacy against drug resistant cell lines lending heavy inquiry as to how these
drugs do so. One such agent, KP1019, represses putative zincophore ZPS1 as well as many other genes
regulated by the zinc sensitive transcription factor ZAP1 as shown by microarray. Perhaps coincidentally, the
two main transcription factors responsible for drug efflux mechanisms in yeast require zinc for functionality,
thus posing the question if KP1019 staves off resistance by inducing zinc starvation. Here we analyze the
affect of KP1019 on ZPS1∆ yeast via a budding index and viability assay to see if such a zinc starvation
technique both implemented by KP1019 and consequence of ZPS1 to retain efficacy against drug resistant
cell lines. Our results are neutrally inconclusive.

Introduction

D

ysregulation of cellular proliferation stems
from aberrant signals (conveying growth,
division, apoptosis, etc. due to mutated genes)
results in cancer (Weinberg, 1996). Life’s
compounded complexity requires genome wide
analysis of a simple model organism to even begin
expounding the interactions of these deviant genes.
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (yeast) host multiple
advantageous properties. Namely these are the
development of genetics techniques like homologous
recombination; counterparts to near half of human
disease generating genes and the ability for human
protein expression; living succinctly while proving
economical; and the complete identification of coding
regions within their unadorned genome (Foury,
1997; Goffeau et al., 1996 as in Menacho-Márquez
and Murguía, 2007; Menacho-Márquez and Murguía,
2007).
Cellular mechanics in yeast serve to clarify how these
pathways can go awry and for relevant breadth
analysis for novel treatment strategies, as those
mechanisms most fundamental to sustaining life are
highly conserved (Menacho-Márquez and Murguía,
2007). Comparative gene expression profiles to drug

exposure via microarrays aids in identifying
mechanisms of action by unveiling altered gene
expressions (Lyons et al., 2000; Menacho-Márquez
and Murguía, 2007; NCBI, 2004). If the genes with
altered expression have known function, then the
mechanism of action can be pieced together via the
Saccharomyces Genome Database (SGD) (SGD,
2015).
Currently Ruthenium(Ru)-based chemotherapeutics
draw attention due to both potential lower toxicity

Figure 1: Chemical structure of KP1019. Adapted from
Antonarakis & Emadi (2010).
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and preferential accumulation in malignant tissues
(Sava et al., 1984 as in Antonarakis and Emadi, 2010).
Mimicking iron, Ru reaches up to 12-fold
concentration in neoplastic cells compared to control
via Ru-transferrin complexes as transferrin receptors
are up-regulated in cancerous tissues to meet their
increased iron need for division (Kratz and Messori,
1993 as in Antonarakis and Emadi, 2010; Sava and
Bergamo, 2000 as in Antonarakis and Emadi, 2010;
Antonarakis and Emadi, 2010). Heightened metabolic
needs and consequently low oxygen environment of
neoplastic tissue reduce the fairly inert Ru(III) to
active Ru(II), allowing for administration of Ru(III) to
preferentially affect malignant cells once a redox
reaction occurs (Baitalik and Adhikary, 1997;
Chakravarty and Bhattacharya, 1996; Schluga et al.,
2006).
Of particular interest is the Ru based drug KP1019,
[InH][trans-RuCl4(In)2] (In = indazole), due to its
efficacy on cancerous cells that have demonstrated
multitudes of resistance (Fig. 1)(Hartinger et al.,
2006; Heffeter et al., 2005, 2008). In a clinical trial
five out of six patients with advanced cancers
achieved stability even when given the minimal dose,
noteworthy as KP1019’s solubility limits dosage
despite linear pharmacokinetics (Hartinger et al.,
2006; Heffeter et al., 2008; Stevens et al., 2013).
KP1019 activates apoptosis via electron transport
chain interference, caspase-3 activation, and bcl-2
inactivation; interestingly, although genotoxic and a
weak topoisomerase II poison, KP1019 appears to
induce apoptosis without DNA strand breaks
(Heffeter et al., 2005; Kapitza et al., 2005a, 2005b as
in Antonarakis & Emadi 2010; Stevens et al., 2013).
Thus of particular interest are the ramifications of
KP1019’s iron mimicry (for internalization).
Notably, iron and zinc homeostases are strongly
linked. Iron starvation effects the expression of the
main zinc transporters and exacerbates zinc toxicity
by up-regulation of low affinity iron importers which
also pass zinc (Pagani et al., 2007; Yasmin et al., 2009).
Mutant screens for zinc sensitive strains of yeast
revealed that most had a defect in high affinity iron
transportation, thus requiring use of low affinity
transporters (Pagani et al., 2007). Further excess zinc
has been shown to decrease iron concentrations,
demonstrating reciprocity and suggesting iron
starvation as the main deleterious affect. Deletion of

a major iron homeostasis transcription factor (TF),
AFT1, results in severe zinc sensitivity not resultant of
excess intracellular zinc (Pagani et al., 2007).
Interestingly a third of genes induced by excessive
zinc have promoter sites for the AFT1 TF (Pagani et
al., 2007). Thus the affect of zinc disturbances are of
interest.
Both an essential nutrient and oxidatively inert, zinc
serves as cofactor for a myriad of proteins – 9% in
eukaryotes, 2% specifically for yeast (Citiulo et al.,
2012; Crawford and Wilson, 2015; Lyons et al., 2000;
Simm et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2012). Of particular
interest are the zinc finger transcription factors Pdr1
and Pdr3. Pleiotropic drug resistance (PDR) is
analogous of multidrug resistant (MDR) cell lines.
Pdr1&3 promote effective drug efflux systems like
ABC transporters and mutations of PDR1 were
hypersensitive to KP1019 (Stevens et al., 2013).
Theoretically, zinc starvation could render Pdr1&3
defunct without their zinc cofactors thereby
generating an interest in zinc starved situations with
drug exposure.
Zinc starvation altered expression in 15% of the
genes in the yeast genome, 46 genes may be directly
dependent on Zap1p; namely ZRT1-3, ZRC1, ZPS1, &
FET4 (Crawford and Wilson, 2015; Lyons et al., 2000;
Simm et al., 2007; Wilson, 2015; Wilson et al., 2012).
Fig. 2 provides an overview of zinc homeostasis. S.
cerevisiae’s fungal vacuole, when zinc-sated, can
provide zinc for 200 progeny demonstrating the
robustness of yeast’s zinc acquisition system
(Crawford and Wilson, 2015; Simm et al., 2007;
Wilson, 2015).
Work with Zps1’s Candida albicans ortholog Pra1 has
revealed this evolutionary successful, fungally
conserved, adaption known as a “zincophore” system
(Citiulo et al., 2012; Wilson, 2015). A zincophore
system contains a secreted zinc-binding scavenger
acting with a zinc transporter such as the protein
product of ZRT1 (Citiulo et al., 2012; Wilson, 2015).
Of those fungal species having a zincophore systems
or analogous bacterial ABC transport systems, most
developed synteny – a co-regulated zinc acquisition
locus - with the scavenger and transporter (Citiulo et
al., 2012). The only putative gene encoding a
zincophore identified in S. cerevisiae, ZPS1, happens to
be repressed by KP1019. It is tempting to propose
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that repression of ZPS1 by KP1019 hinders yeast
drug efflux systems.
The objective of our study is thus to elucidate
whether ZPS1 plays a pivotal role in KP1019’s
effectiveness against MDRs. To this extent, we
employ
microarray
technology
to
invoke
comparative gene expression profiling of KP1019
action in yeast and identified ZPS1 as one of the top
20 most repressed genes by KP1019. Subsequently,

KP1019 was introduced to ZPS1∆ mutants in both
viability and cell cycle arrest assays. If our hypothesis
of ZPS1 repression resulting in Pdr1&3 cofactor
starvation and subsequent ineffective drug efflux
mechanisms, then it follows viability will be reduced.
We predict that ZPS1∆ will have no affect on the cell
cycle arrest assay, as the gene ZPS1 is nonessential.
Morphology and viability assays did not provide
conclusive evidence in regards to our hypothesis .
Subsequent work would then need to determine
intracellular zinc concentration.
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Methods
Yeast Strains and Growth Conditions
All yeast strains were obtained from P. Hanson
(Birmingham Southern College) or Open Biosystems
(Fisher Scientific Incorporated) and were grown using
standard growth conditions (Sherman et al, 1989).

Cultures were grown in synthetic complete (SC)
media at 30oC.
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Drug Confirmation
A new batch of KP1019 obtained from Dr. Miller’s
collaborator was used for this experiment. To confirm
quality of the drug, viability and morphology assays
included a RAD9∆ strain. Previous work has
demonstrated that RAD9∆ displays a profound
phenotype to KP1019, which was observed in both
the viability and morphology assays thereby
confirming this drug batch’s quality (morphological
data not shown).

Microarray
Halved (untreated/ treated with 80 µg/mL KP1019
for three hours) samples of log phase strain
MMY318-1A (M. Miller) were pelleted and
suspended in 250 µL RNAlater (Qiagen RNeasy Kit,
catalog number 74104), then stored at -80˚C.
RNA from thawed samples were isolated using the
RNAeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen RNeasy Kit, catalog
number 74104). Note: cells were lysed enzymatically
using Buffer Y1+Zymolyase. Spectrophotometer
absorbance readings using a NanoDrop 1000
(Thermo Scientific, software v3.7) at optical densities
(OD) 260 and 280 determined nucleic acid purity.
3DNA Array 900 labeling kit (Genisphere, catalog
number W500180) was completed for dye reversed
cDNA synthesis, isolation and subsequent
hybridization of complete genomes. Arrays, were
scanned at St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital.
Dye reversals of the microarrays were analyzed
independently in quadruplicate using the teaching
software MAGIC Tool. Tiff files and gene list were
loaded using default settings. Spots were located by
building an expression file and automated gridding by
setting top left/right spots and bottom row, with 19
rows and 22 columns. Under the grid setup window,
the default settings were altered to 16 grids,
horizontally left to right, vertically top to bottom
where spot two is horizontal relative to spot one.
Fixed circle segmentation distinguished signal and
the log transform of the total signal method was used
for gene expression. Gene information was imported
to produce the output file. The eight output files were
compared to find the 20 most common induced and
repressed genes. Utilization of the dye reversal
allowed us to rule out false positives.

Gene common names and function were found using
the SGD and then compiled into Table 1 grouped by
Gene Ontology (GO) functional categories. The gene
YOL154W (ZPS1) stood out as a gene of interest.

Viability Assay
MMY318-1A cultures were grown to log early phase
(OD 600 0.25-0.3) in duplicate and serially diluted to
concentrations of 1:10, 1:102, 1:103 & 1:104 in sterile
water. 2 µL samples of the dilutions were spotted
onto SC minimal media plates with 0 µg/mL, 40 µg/mL
& 80 µg/mL of KP1019 and a YPD. Plates were
incubated at 30˚C until obvious growth of the
wildtype strain was observed, then photographed.

Morphology Assay
Cellular and nuclear morphologies were measured
using S. cerevisiae strains MMY318-1A. These
MMY318-1A cultures were grown to log early phase
(OD 600 0.25-0.3). The culture was split, and KP1019
was added to half of the culture to a final
concentration of 80 µg/ml. After three hours, the
treated and untreated cultures were harvested and
resuspended in 1X PBS. Formaldehyde was added to
the cell suspension to a final concentration of 1.34%
to fix the cells. Fixed cells were sonicated for
approximately 10 seconds at 4% intensity output
(Sonicator Dismembrator Model 100, Fisher
Scientific) to disrupt cellular clumps, and placed
directly on a slide for budding morphology analysis.
Cellular morphology was scored based on the
presence or absence of a bud. Buds were considered
medium/large if they were larger than approximately
one third of the mother cell. At least 100 cells were
counted for each sample. Data for three independent
technical replicates were collected.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis of the morphologies were carried
out in Excel (Microsoft). The average and standard
deviation of the three technical replicates were
calculated using the average, AVERAGE, and sample
standard deviation, STDEV.S, functions. The standard
error was calculated by dividing the returned value
from the STDEV.S function by the square root, SQRT,
of the number of samples, COUNT, i.e.
STDEV.S/SQRT(COUNT). Two times the standard
error was calculated by multiplying the returned
5
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value from the standard error by 2. The formulas for
the average, sample standard deviation, and standard
error are given as follows:

Results
Microarray
Transcriptional analysis via microarray of cells
exposed to KP1019 for three hours revealed many
induced and repressed genes. To concentrate
research efforts, we compiled a gene list of the top
twenty most induced and repressed genes (see Table
1). Of the genes repressed, several were related to
the cell wall (PST1, SCW11, PIR1, SUN4, EGT2, AGA1,
& SVS1) and daughter cell separation (AMN1, DSE1,
CTS1, DSE4, & DSE3). A hand full of the repressed
genes corresponded to the mother cell (HO),
transporters (ITR1), were zinc related (ADH4, ZPS1),
or related to synthesis (SAM2, INO1). The remaining
repressed genes included ER and mitotic proteins
(WSC4, NIS1). Of the genes induced, several were
related to sporulation (DIT1, RIM4, YOR336W), DNA
stress response (UBI4, GTT2, HUG1), or were also
induced by patulin (AAD4, AAD14, NCA3, YKL071W).
In addition, RNR (RNR3, RNR4), Cdc28p substrates
(SIT1, YGR035C), and pheromone (PRM7) genes were
identified. Transporter (SNQ2, RSB1), zinc related
(YPR015C), and NAD related (BNA2, OYE3) genes
were identified. Subsequent gene ontology analysis
revealed that near half of genes (~50%) had some
direct relation to cellular structure and division, were
as 15% of the genes identified in our gene list had
unidentified function. The gene ZPS1 was chosen for
further analysis.

Viability assay
Wildtype, RAD9∆, and ZPS1∆ strains demonstrated
viability at all concentrations when spotted onto a
YPD plate (see Fig. 4) thus ensuring all strains had the
potential for growth on 0µg/mL, 40µg/mL, & 80µg/mL
KP1019 treated SC plates. Both wildtype and ZPS1∆
yeast experience dose-dependent reduced viability

on the SC plates; further, viability between the two on
each SC plate was phenotypically similar. Regardless
of the dosage, there was not complete abolishment at
any dilution. Comparison of the 0µg/mL and 80µg/mL
KP1019 SC plates showed a tentative 15% overall
reduction in viability for wildtype and ZPS1∆ at all
dilutions. On each of the SC plates RAD9∆ yeast
demonstrated stark reduced viability, even in the
absence of KP1019, which was exacerbated in
extremity (compared to wildtype) in a dosedependent manner. KP1019 administered at
40µg/mL and 80µg/mL abolished viability at the 1:104
and 1:101 dilutions respectively, with a tentative 85%
reduction at the 1:100 dilution when comparing
0µg/mL and 80µg/mL KP1019 SC plates.

Morphology assay
Cell cycle state of samples of wildtype and ZPS1∆
yeast either exposed to KP1019 for three hours or
untreated were determine via microscopy to
evaluate cellular arrest (see Fig 5). As predicted,
wildtype and ZPS1∆ demonstrated similar
phenotype. Wildtype and ZPS∆ untreated and
treated yeast were found to have near identical
accumulation of large buds (42.67%±3.56 &
49.00%±8.83 untreated respectively; 66.33%±3.56 &
68.00%±5.66 treated respectively). The majority of
KP1019 treated ZPS1∆ yeast (68.00%±5.66) are
found to have large buds, while only about half
(49.00%±8.83) of untreated ZPS1∆ yeast are found in
the same state. Similar is true of wildtype
(66.33%±3.56 vs 42.67%±3.56 respectively). Thus
deletion of ZPS1 had no phenotypic affect visible by
this assay compared to wildtype, and KP1019 equally
caused cellular arrest in both wildtype and ZPS1∆.
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Discussion
Collective analysis of the microarray, viability, and
morphology assays failed to yield a conclusive answer
to if zinc starvation via down regulation of ZPS1
provides KP1019 with the efficacy it has
demonstrated against drug resistant cell lines. While
initially we predicted a change of DNA check point
and anti-apoptosis genes, our microarray analysis
instead unveiled many genes involved in structure
and division, which are indirectly linked to these
events. However, a micro-cluster of genes encoding
proteins with zinc cofactors was found. Of interest
was the gene ZPS1 based on research from orthologs
and the understanding that the two main
transcription factors for drug resistance in yeast,
Pdr1 and Pdr3, require zinc (Stevens et al., 2013). As
predicted, ZPS1∆ did not alter the morphological
phenotype in terms of budding index from wildtype.
Such adheres to the line of reasoning based on the
speculation that ZPS1 does not play an integral role in
DNA repair mechanisms and therefore does little to
ameliorate the cellular arrest brought on by KP1019.
Further, suppose that the aforesaid speculation is
false. As the fungal vacuole can store enough zinc for
8 replication cycles (~200 progeny) and KP1019
exposure was limited to three hours it stands that
should zinc be a limiting factor on DNA repair, the
repression of ZPS1 on this time span would be
negligible (Eide, 2006; Simm et al., 2007).
This study deliberately chose not to look for the
mechanism of action for KP1019. Rather, efforts
were directed towards elucidating a putative
mechanism of efficacy via zinc concentration
manipulation. Such manipulation might result from
the repression of ZPS1 - which orthologs suggests a
putative zincophore role – repression demonstrated
by microarray. Should this hypothesis stand, then
purportedly other zinc-dependent modulators may
be involved. Intriguingly the putative zinc finger
YPR015C, was induced. Overexpression of the gene
YPR015C has been show to cause cellular arrest by
evoking a DNA damage checkpoint (Mao et al., 2008;
Niu et al., 2008). Zinc starvation, in respect to this
transcription factor, may lead to cellular division with
defunct DNA: cause of both apoptosis and cancer.
However, the yeast genome is known for staggering
redundancy and nonessential gene YPR013C may
have overlapping functionality (Mao et al., 2008).

Amongst the other top 20 genes induced or repressed
by KP1019 only one other gene directly related to
zinc – according to the SGD - was identified: ADH4.
Yet 53% identical to an iron-ADH of Zymomonas
mobilis, there remains open debate to ADH4’s
cofactor (Lyons et al., 2000). Note, that while there is
great redundancy in the yeast genome, only ZPS1 has
been indicated via orthologs as a putative zincophore.
Therefore, at first glance, it appears that either ZPS1,
is a non-redundant gene of critical importance for
maintaining zinc homeostasis, or that ZPS1 has
adapted a novel unknown role compared to its
orthologs thereby dismissing our hypothesis.
However, further analysis of the top 20 lists with
YeastRact revealed that 55% of the repressed genes
were regulated by the transcription factor Zap1p (p=
0.00021171, data not shown). As outlined in figure 2,
the transcription factor possessing seven zinc fingers,
Zap1, regulates zinc importers Zrt1, Zrt2, Fet4, as
well as putative zincophore Zps1, and Zrt3 which
releases zinc from the fungal vacuole (Citiulo et al.,
2012; Eide, 2006; Lyons et al., 2000; MacDiarmid et
al., 2003; Myers and Myers, 2015; Pagani et al., 2007;
Rutherford and Bird, 2004; Simm et al., 2007; Zhao
and Eide, 1997). Thereby posing the question
whether or not Zap1 is affected by KP1019. Should
that be the case, as this unconfirmed coincidence is
tantalizing to let us suggest, then KP1019 could
disrupt zinc homeostasis on a much grander scale.
Further research should investigate a potential
connection between KP1019 and Zap1, and the
cumulated microarray data might be reconstituted
for the purpose of seeing where/if the gene ZAP1 was
altered due to KP1019.
In contrast to our hypothesis, ZPS1∆ had no visible
affect on the viability assay. While this supports the
rejection of our hypothesis, I propose that in actuality,
I prematurely hypothesized without the full
consideration of the constrictions of the experiment
we were assigned to do. Foremost, the timescale on
which these experiments took place prevent us from
ruling out the effect of the fungal vacuole zinc stores
(Citiulo et al., 2012; Eide, 2006; Lyons et al., 2000;
MacDiarmid et al., 2003; Myers and Myers, 2015;
Pagani et al., 2007; Rutherford and Bird, 2004; Simm
et al., 2007; Zhao and Eide, 1997). Further the
9
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medium of use was limited to YPD and SC, both of
which contain zinc. Any affect that might have been
seen or masked under more appropriate experiments
would not allow for us to deduce the affect attributed
solely to ZPS1∆ and those ameliorated by the
remaining members of the zinc homeostasis system
(Shet et al., 2011). In addition, orthologs to of Zps1
have been shown to have pH dependent activation
and ZPS1 has demonstrate alkaline-dependent
GeneFilter signals (Citiulo et al., 2012; Lamb et al.,
2001).
Ideally these two experiments would be carried out
once more, with the addendums of a zinc deplete
medium, colorimetric assay for intracellular zinc
concentrations, periodic introduction to KP1019 and
a time series sampling. These four additions allow for
the following: analysis in a zinc deplete medium
(which would exaggerate and accelerate the time at
which affects, if any, were seen by ZPS1∆);
quantitative information to intracellular zinc content,
which would more definitively confirm or reject our
hypothesis; parallel actual application of the drug in
clinical trials; and give insight over time to see
short/long term affects if they exist. In addition, these
experiments should be conduct in tandem to ZAP1∆.
While addressing the limitations due to experimental
design is important, and speculating how the
hypothesis might still stand true, there remains the
glaring issues which are the assumptions underlying
the hypothesis. Foremost, the hypothesis is founded
on two main assumptions: zinc starvation renders
PDR inactive, and Zps1 is critical for preventing zinc
starvation. The former can not be addressed without
further analysis of both Pdr1’s and Pdr3’s affinity to
zinc as a cofactor. As for the latter, it can not be
understated how nearly all information regarding
Zps1 comes from orthologs. In respect to both the
gene and protein ZPS1 has been largely neglected
from S. cerevisiae research with the exception of
genome-wide studies (Lyons et al., 2000; Pagani et al.,
2007). Further, in regards to metallomics, iron has
perpetually overshadowed the importance of zinc.
The second most common trace metal and present as
a cofactor in nearly 10% of proteins in eukaryotes
zinc homeostasis remains a rich area of scientific
investigation, considering how most of it is uncharted
(Citiulo et al., 2012; Eide, 2006; Lyons et al., 2000;
MacDiarmid et al., 2003; Myers and Myers, 2015;
Pagani et al., 2007; Rutherford and Bird, 2004; Simm

et al., 2007; Zhao and Eide, 1997). Only within the last
decade have the interactions of the iron and zinc
metallomic networks been probed without full
understanding of the interface between the two
(Courel et al., 2005; Lamb and Mitchell, 2003; Lamb
et al., 2001; Pagani et al., 2007; Shanmugam et al.,
2012; Yasmin et al., 2009).
The lack of zinc metallomic network research aside,
remains the further prodding into the ortholog
comparisons. While this zincophore system has been
shown to be favorable under evolutionary pressures,
and conserved amongst a variety of fungal species it
may be also advantageous to dispose of zincophores
(Citiulo et al., 2012; Crawford and Wilson, 2015;
Wilson, 2015; Wilson et al., 2012). Several hosts for
fungal species have developed immune systems apt at
recognizing foreign zincophores, and thus such zinc
scavenging proteins have become a liability (Citiulo et
al., 2012; Crawford and Wilson, 2015; Wilson, 2015;
Wilson et al., 2012). Hence posing a plausible
explanation as to why Zps1 is found anchored to the
cell wall (to limit detection). However, S. cerevisiae –
baker’s yeast - are hardly an invasive fungal species
with 92 documented cases as of 2005, thus opening
up the argument that a zincophore system, such as
that found in C. albicans, is not necessary for S.
cerevisiae (Enache-Angoulvant and Hennequin,
2005). Contradictory, however, is that clinically the
infection of S. cerevisiae and candidiasis are
indistinguishable
(Enache-Angoulvant
and
Hennequin, 2005). Therefore, given accessible data
and this experiment, one can not deduce the function
or likelihood of ZPS1 having relevant zincophore
functionality. More in-depth discussion of ZPS1 as a
zincophore is carried out in the supplemental
material section.
In conclusion, while our hypothesis is theoretically
both interesting and plausible, the set of experiments
carried out here were not able to definitively rule one
way or the other. At most, the only outcome which
can be concluded is that the deletion of ZPS1 does not
exacerbate the mechanism of action of a single dose
of KP1019 on a short time scale.
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Supplemental Material
Structural Analysis
Models of proteins were predicted, analyzed and
docked using Phyre2, RaptorX JMol, DLigandSite,
and ZDock. Protein images were generated using
Protean3D (DNASTAR) and JMol. Protean3D was
used for model alignment The informal evaluation of
“successful” docking resulted by transforming ZDock
output into a set of coordinate points for the top 500
docked models and then analyzed for nearest
neighbor cluster in Weka. (Hall et al.; Källberg et al.,
2012; Kelley et al., 2015; Pierce et al., 2014; Wass et
al., 2010; JMol; Protean3D™)
About Protein Structure Prediction
Both Phyre2 and RaptorX use homology template
based modeling. In regards to accuracy, software use
is largely arbitrary. Phyre2, however, is within the top
6 out of 55 other programs, where the five above
ranking software had an average of 2.8%
improvement (a 1% improvement is approximately 2
extra residues within 4.5Å of the native structure).
Homology based modeling is much stronger in terms
of accuracy than ab initio – taking into account
evolutionary related and functionally conserved
structures.
About Docking Analysis
This “informal” evaluation, still yields useful
information of docking as the ZDock algorithm
considers the pdb files static. Therefore, a high
density of models in a single neighborhood can be
thought of as a crude representation of dynamic
nature of protein interactions.

Structural Results
The majority (>66%) of the following proteins were
predicted with high confidence, Zps1, Zrt1, Zrt2, and
Fet4 (see figure 6). Zps1 was modeled in Phyre2,
where 67% of the protein conformed to homology
matches with 100% confidence (p = 4.58x10-7). Note,
confidence here does not reflect the expected
accuracy of the model, although these two notions
are highly related. The third of the protein not
predicted by Phyre2 was deemed unstructured.
Alignment was confirmed with the predicted
structure from RaptorX in Protean3D (data not
shown). Phyre2’s homology based algorithm did not

construct decent models for membrane bound
proteins Zrt1, Zrt2, and Fet4. These were modeled in
RaptorX. The difference in model results most likely
is emergent of the database of templates from which
these servers draw. All of the residues where
modeled for Zrt1 (p = 7.53x10-5), Zrt2 (p = 4.58x10-5)
and Fet4 (p = 6.40x10-5) which pass the threshold for
significance of confidence for proteins composed
largely of alpha helices.

Docking Results
DLigandSite identified a prominent site within the
Zps1 model for zinc binding utilizing residues His186,
His190, Glu202, and Thr225. Both Zrt1 and Zrt2
(figure 6.ii) demonstrated a main cluster with a quasinormal distribution about the cluster’s center. Fet4
demonstrated three clusters in a diagonal orbit about
the transmembrane helices.

Structural and Docking Discussion
Homology based modeling from Phyre2 and RaptorX
demonstrated that although transmembrane
proteins are notorious for their difficulty of structure
resolution by traditional means, current information
allows for sufficient approximations of these
structures. Further, the templates from which these
models were built, reflected functional or structural
homology with metalloproteins. Importantly, the
Zps1 structure has only one predicted binding site for
zinc. This is a stark contrast to its C. albicans ortholog,
which can bind up to 3 zinc atoms, thereby bringing
into question Zps1’s putative zincophore function.
While the nature of this study prevented further
examination of Zps1 and its function, we hypothesis
that should Zps1 indeed be a zincophore, then Zps1
will dock in some fashion to at least one, if not more,
of the main zinc importers. Indeed, Zps1 does “dock”
to the homology based predicted structures of Zrt1,
Zrt2, and Fet4. However, these results must be taken
with some skepticism. Foremost, one may be
concerned of the accuracy of predicted docking to a
transmembrane protein, given that some of that
protein is not accessible. However, recall that Zps1
membrane bound, allowing for a closer interaction,
but not necessarily to transmembrane parts. Second,
the orientation of these predicted models are
completely unknown. To that end, while a cluster
might represent a putative binding site, the “site” at
which it binds may very well be intracellular. Similar
11
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to the above concern, ZDock’s docking methodology
pay no mind to orientation of the “ligand.” Perhaps
ZDock correctly predicted that Zps1 bound to Zrt1 at
a physiological possible site – however that docking
might only occur when Zps1 is oriented
perpendicularly to how it is found endogenously. The
accuracy of these binding site predictions can be
improved remarkably by constraining the receptors
and Zps1 to a membrane to determine orientation. As
for now, it can be noted that Zps1 putatively interacts
with zinc importers Zrt1, Zrt2, and Fet4. Of further
concern, is that such docking was conducted on an

“unloaded” Zps1, in that Zps1 did not have zinc bound
when docked. In relation to the primary discussion,
the structural information derived here lends favor to
the idea of Zps1 being a zincophore, especially the
putative interactions with main zinc importers. Given
that over 50% of the repressed genes in our top 20
repressed list had Zap1p as a transcription factor,
these so far only theoretical coincidences are
tempting to not ignore. Further research, as
suggested above, may included ZAP1∆ and zinc
concentration analyses.
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Figure 6. Structural and docking results of zinc related proteins. i.) Model of the Zps1 with zinc atom.
Binding site residues highlighted in blue. ii.) Models of Zrt1, Zrt2 and Fet4 above. Models of Zrt1, Zrt2
and Fet4 (gray) docked with Zps1 (orange) below.
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